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Reproofing Your Gear for Winter! 
               While it may not have rained much over summer and autumn, you are sure to be caught out 
one day in the hills this winter! Even if your rain jacket is only a couple of years old, it is best to 
maintain it in tip-top condition, because if you wait too long it is much harder to restore its DWR 
(Durable Water Repellent) qualities. Grangers® XT-Spray Waterproofer or Superproof Waterproofer 
are the best available for your rain wear. Footwear, especially those with a Gore-tex® lining, need the 
correct product for waterproofness while still maintaining breathability. Grangers®  Leather 
Conditioner is the product to use! If your tent floor gives you that floating feeling after a rainstorm, 
McNett® Tent Sure™ is the answer. This concentrated urethane treatment dries to a clear, long-
lasting film.  An alternative to map cases is Aquaseal® Map Seal®. Map Seal® is a high polymer 
coating that protects maps by encasing them in a permanent waterproof, clear and flexible film. Maps 
treated with Map Seal® can be folded and unfolded repeatedly without fear of tearing the map. Some 
users will find it of great benefit that you can write notes on the coated map. 

David ice climbing at 

Blue Lake 
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               A couple of winters ago now, myself 
and a few other adventurous souls planned a trip 
to Blue Lake, in Kosciuszko National Park NSW. 
Accessing the area from Guthega provides 
generally sheltered, all-weather access.  
               Gentle climbing up the Snowy River 
valley proved not to be so gentle on my legs! A 
full week’s pack was burdened down with 
additional ice-climbing gear; a rope, ice axes, 
crampons, harness and helmet. A small group of 
trees, just East of the Crummer Spur at 1870 
metres, must be at about the highest altitude that 
trees grow in Australia. They provided 
reasonable shelter for our week-long campsite. 
               Next morning, a short half-hour traverse 
around the Crummer Spur took us into the Blue 
Lake cirque. This is a wonderful glacial remnant; 
the terminal moraine wall of a long gone glacier 
creates the barrier that allowed the lake to form. 
Although blue in summer, wintertime saw 
something more akin to a moonscape. The lake 
was like a white flat crater, surrounded by black 
cliffs encrusted with snow and ice. The depth of 
the snow  and ice on Blue Lake made it quite 
safe to ski across. Having said that, I am always 
happy for someone else to try it first. 
               Many years ago in spring, the ice on the 
lake was beginning break up into individual 
‘bergs that bounced up and down in the water as 
we crossed them. A foolhardy undertaking, but 
someone else went first! 
               Some low cliffs on the East side of the 
lake provided a place to play on this first day of 
climbing. David soloed up, did not feel 
comfortable making the last move, and backed 
off. A top rope was set up, allowing some of the 

group who had not climbed before to “have a 
go”! It was quickly obvious that a firm but gentle 
controlled swing with an ice axe works well. 
Attempting to belt the ice into submission does 
not! 

               A day spent in the tent during a 
blizzard, and 2 days ski touring, broke up the 
climbing. Mount Tate is a great destination, 
providing sensational views back over Mount 
Twynam, Watsons Crags and the Main Range . 
A second day was spent visiting Watsons Crags. 
This is Cornice Country with a capital “C”. I think 
the telemarking runs in this area are the best in 
Australia! 
               Our last full day saw us heading back to 
Blue Lake. South facing cliffs had more ice. 
David had spotted a line of 3 bluffs, broken up by 
a steep snow slope between each one. He led 
up each one, placing ice screws for protection, 
while Jannie belayed. Some flailing around with 
axes by climbers following up saw the snow 
stakes belay anchor being tested as they fell 
onto the rope. It was extremely cold in the shade, 
waiting your turn to climb. Eventually we all 
topped out in the warmth of the afternoon sun. 
               The following day, it was pack-up time. 
Off to the cars, then indulging ourselves at the 
bakery in Jindabyne. What a finish! 

Trip Review:   Blue Lake Ski & Ice Climb,  by Richard 

Jannie skiing across a frozen Blue Lake 



               Allen and Mike’s Really Cool Telemark 
Tips contains, as the title suggests, 109 amazing 
tips to improve your tele-skiing. 
               Each tip is concisely written, one per 
page. Accompanying each tip is a cartoon style 
sketch, which readily enables you to visualise 
what is written. 

              When I initially 
picked up the book, I 
found the number of 
tips overwhelming. 
However, if you read 
the tip number 109 it 
states Don’t think about 
all these tips at once. 
Then the very last page 
contains what should 
be at the start of the 
book: a flowchart which 
allows you to analyse 
your telemarking ability 
a s  b e g i n n e r , 

interemdiate or advanced, whether you are a 
resort  or backcountry tele skier, and the 
mistakes you are making. This quickly directs 
you to the relevant tips. The only way on from 
here is down (down the hill !!!). 
               Correctly weighting your skis, edging 
and body position are all covered. What sets this 
book apart from the others are the unique 
concepts that convey the correct technique. Ever 
tried squeezing an orange, or the flashlight in 

your belly button 
concepts? I know I 
haven’t, but they are 
sure-fire ways of 
remembering what to 
do to improve your 
style! Big toe, little toe 
was the one I first 
used. Look it up, it 
works for me! 
               Allen and 
Mike’s Really Cool 
Telemark Tips . 
RRP $33.95 

Book Review:  Allen & Mike’s Telemark Tips, by Richard 
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Telemarking, Murchison Glacier Headwall 

in New Zealand. 

               Mont has delivered a new lightweight 
technical jacket in time for winter. With features 
galore, the Lightspeed jacket weighs in at only 
570 grams. 
               The jacket is constructed from durable 
three-layer Hydronaute PRO™ fabric, boasting a 
water resistant main zip with storm flap on the 
inside for a sleek look. It has two waterproof 
chest pockets for safe storage of your GPS and 
other valuables. Adding to the list of features, it 
has water repellent pit zips for extra ventilation 
when you’re working hard. A nice finishing touch 
is the fleece-lined collar and chin guard to avoid 
that scratchy feeling when you’re zipped up tight. 
               My Lightspeed jacket was lucky enough 
to see some wet weather action on its first trip 
out when I recently visited New Zealand’s 
Arthur’s Pass region. The stand out feature for 
me was the adjustability of the hood (with visor) 
around my face, head and helmet when the 
going got tough. It even tucks away neatly into 
the collar! 
               It’s the perfect all-weather companion 
for lightweight bushwalking or mountaineering; 
plenty of room for extra base layers in the snow 
without compromising its dynamic action cut. 
               Sized from small to double extra large 
men’s; and eight to sixteen women’s. The orange 
crush/carbon color combination is much more 
interesting than the usual fluoro colours we see 
out in the backcountry. Alternatively, the saturn 
blue/electric blue combination would be a stylish 
and practical addition to your ski wardrobe! 

               The next adventure for my Lightspeed 
jacket will be a seven-day trip to Mount 
Kosciuszko and overnight hikes up Mount 
Buller’s West Ridge where my jacket is 
guaranteed to perform, so I can relax and enjoy 
dry thermals thanks to Hydronaute’s exceptional 
breathability. 
               The Mont Lightspeed jacket definitely 
gets my tick of approval. Come check it out for 
yourself! 
               Mont Lightspeed RRP $449. 

Product Review: Mont Lightspeed Jacket,   by Kerry 

Kerry in New Zealand 



             Outdoor Research is a renowned brand, 
famous for, as the name suggests, researching 
and developing really clever ideas, that evolve 
into great products. Here is a selection of some 
winter clothing and other products from Outdoor 
Research (OR). 

               The Mithril Stormshell™ is made from 
waterproof Ventia™ soft shell technology with a 
warm fleece interior. It is fully tape seam sealed 
with a large adjustable hood. Great for when the 
weather is threatening to rain. Mithril RRP $349. 
               Men’s Option and Women’s Harmony 
long sleeve zip jersey, with its moisture-wicking 
construction. High stretch Thermodynamic™ 
fabric with an abrasion-resistant nylon 
Spandex™ face and wicking polypropylene 
interior, ¾ length zipper for easy on/off and 
raglan sleeve construction for added comfort. 
Ideal for an active body that needs warmth 
without the bulk of a heavy fleece. Its outer face 
provides enough protection from the wind on that 
cold morning commute to work or when walking 
the dog. Option and Harmony RRP $149. 
               The Zealot jacket, made from ultra light, 

waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex® PacLite® 
fabric. A draw-cord hem adjustment, large 
adjustable hood and a water-resistant front 
zipper provide all the comfort that a jacket of this 
weight needs (218 grams, that’s light). Zealot 
RRP $369 
               Hydroseal DryComp AirX Sacks™ have 
an air permeable/ waterproof fabric band that 
purges air during compression. This band goes 
around the sack and not on the bottom allowing it 
to work at its most efficient even when being 
compressed. Word has it that this band is a new 
fabric from Gore called Respiration Positive™ 
which is more breathable than PacLite® and is 
both vapour and gas permeable. To top it off the 
rest of the bag is constructed from Hydroseal® 
coated Antron nylon which is waterproof and 
durable with waterproof taped seams. Ask for a 
demonstration next time you are in, this is a good 
way of showing you how breathable Gore-Tex® 
fabrics really are. RRP 3 sizes $60.95 to $70.95. 
               We also have a number of Bivy bags 
made of the same material that come with or 
without a supporting hoop. This keeps the top 
cover away from your face. These are a good 
way of protecting your sleeping bag for your next 
alpine adventure. RRP Aurora Bivy $359, Alpine 
Bivy $429. 

The Renowned Brand!!     by Cameron 

Aurora Bivy  

Mithril (left),  Harmony Jersey  and  AirX Sacks™  

For more information have a 

look at the government 

website: 

www.icsm.gov.au/icsm/gda 

             GDA stands for Geocentric Datum 
Australia. Although not new, for the first time we 
now have some new maps of Victoria in The 
Wilderness Shop that are on GDA. These 
include the new Wilsons Promontory, Eildon, 
Lake Tarli Karng and Nelson mapsheets. We 
have had for a number of years some newer 
maps of NSW also on GDA. 
               GDA is the mathematical surface that  
best approximates the shape of the Earth around 
the Earth’s centre of mass. A GPS (Global 
Positioning System; the handheld electronic 
devices that bushwalkers use to tell them where 
they are) uses satellites that orbit the Earth 
around its centre of mass, and this is the reason 
for the change. The old datum was called AGD 
(Australian Geodetic Datum). 
               MGA94 stands for Map Grid Australia 
1994. This is the new map grid, which is the 
square grid printed on maps, from which you 
read map coordinates. The old map grid was 
called AMG (Australian Map Grid). The 
difference in coordinates between GDA and AGD 
is approximately 200 metres. 
               Getting confused? Remember anything 
starting with an A (AGD and AMG) is old, while 
GDA and MGA are the new! 
               So why does it matter? Firstly, when 
giving map coordinates it is important to state 
whether they are GDA (new) or AGD (old) so 

bushwalkers do not think they are 200 metres 
out of place. This may matter if you cannot find 
your tent in thick fog. Secondly, if using a GPS 
you must set the datum in the GPS to match that 
on the map. This is AGD for an old AGD map, or, 
and here is a trap, WGS84 (World Geodetic 
System) for new GDA maps. Happy navigating! 

               Richard has worked at The Wilderness 
Shop for 7 years and has a B. App. Sci. in 
Cartography, which included the study of 
Geodesy. He finds it just as confusing now as he 
did then. 

Tips:           The New GDA Maps,       by Richard 

Map Showing Datum Shift 


